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Abstract. A decision procedure is given which makes essential use of concepts in discrete geom- 
etry. The procedure decides for any one-state Turing machine with three-dimensional tape, 
whether or not it has an immortal configuration, i.e., it solves the uniform halting problem for 
such devices. The history and significance of the problem is examined. The solution is given 
with the main motivation of showing how traditional mathematical concepts can be used in de- 
cision procedures. The paper is introductory in the sense that all notions are carefully defined. 
1. Introduction 
In the rapidly developing field which concerns itself with the theory 
of computing devices and formal languages one often comes across de- 
cision problems. For instance, it may be desirable toI have an algorithm 
which will decide in a finite number of steps for any machine of a certain 
kind whether or not there is a configuration starting with which the ma- 
chine will never stop operating. Since the machines in such problems are 
mathematical idealizations of real machines, thlese decision problems are 
by nature precise mathematical problems. Furthermore, they can often 
be reduced to decision problems in traditional mathematics, i.e., one can 
formulate a decision problem involving only traditional mathematical 
concepts (e.g., vectors in a 3-dimensional vector space over the real field), 
such that a solution to the mathematical decision problem would lead 
straight away to a solution of the decision problem about machines. 
We shall investigate one such decision Iproblem. It is the uniform halt-, 
ing problem for one-state Turing machines with three-dimensional tape. 
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We offer it here not as a problem of great importance in itself, but 
rather zls a representative of a class of problems for the solution of which 
ni3 gem:rd techniques have yet been developed. Our particular problem 
tits arisen from the study of Turing machines, which can be considered 
to be mathematical idealizations of digital computers. The techniques 
v~\z use for its soiution are mainly geometrical. A subcase has been solved 
in [ 71 by the use of results from the theory of linear programming. Our 
problem has formal similarity with decision problems about the vector 
addition systems in 191, which have been found useful not only in the 
discussion of parallel programming schemata, but also for deciding 
questions about the parallel evelled context free languages [ IO]. Here 
we find very different techniques for solving decision problems. For in- 
stance, the most usual mathematical device used to solve decision prob- 
lems about vector addition systems is the redluction of the problem to a 
problem concerning trees. 
The present situation is that new $decision problems are attacked by 
new techniques and the success or failure is to a large extent a matter 
of luck. It is hard to believe that there is no underlying ma thematical 
structure to problems of this kind, such that the proof of a number of 
basic iheorems in this structure would yield immediately the solution 
to a large number of individual problem:. 
In this paper we shall give another instance of attacking a new deci- 
sion problem by an entirely new method. In the next section, we de- 
scribe the problem and discuss its history and significance. In the fol- 
lowing section we give the solution. We complete the paper with a final 
section containing a conjecture on the solvability of a more general prob- 
lem. 
2. Definitions and history of the proHem 
Let S = {dK, y, z)l X, y and z are integers} and let M = {CC, y,z)l X, y, z 
E G--1,0,113* 
A one-state Turing machine with a three-dimensional t pe is a quin- 
tuple 01, a, ar, & my), where A is a non-empty finite set of symbols, called 
the a&dmbet ; a is an element of A, called the blank symbol; Q is the next- 
spnboIfmct.‘on, a: A --, A; p is the mow function, 0: A + M; y is the 
next-state function, 7: A + {0, 1) . 
Intuitively, we thinlk of a one-state Turing machine with a three-dimen- 
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sional tape (abbreviated as ‘lTM3 from now on), as a device which moves 
around in ordinary three-dimensional space. It is assumed that a finite 
part of the space, where the machine moves, is divided up into cubes 
of equal size and that there is a Euclidean coordinate system with axes 
parallel to the sides of the cubes, with origin at the center of one of 
the cubes and unit distance qual to the side of the cubes. Thus, each 
cube has an element u of S associated with it. Sometimes, we shall refer 
to the cubes as elements or points of S. Each of the cubes has exactly 
one symbol of the alphabet A stored in it. At any given instance of 
time, the lTM3 may be ‘switched on’ or ‘switched off’. (It is called a 
one-state machine, since it has only one switched on state.) If it is 
switched on, it will be reading the symbol in exactly one of the cubes, 
and it will carry out a ‘step’, the precise nature of which depends on 
the symbol s it reads in the cube. A step consists of 
(i) replacing the symbol s in the cube which is being read by the sym- 
bol a(s); 
(ii) moving the reading device into one of the neighboring cu5cs de- 
termined by p(s), i.e.> if the cube being read has coordnate5 (x, y, z), 
the next cube to be read will have coordinates ti, y, Z) + p(s); 
(iii) switching the machine off, if r(s) = 0. if the machine gets switch- 
ed off in phase (iii) of a step, nothing further will happen, otherwise it 
will carry out a new step depending on the symbol it ended up reading 
at the end of the last step. There is a danger that while doing (ii) the 
machine moves outside the finite part of the space which is divided up 
into cubes. This is prevented by attaching, whenever necessary, ad- 
ditional cubes, which have the blank symbol a in them* 
Mathematically, we define a corfzguration of a lTM3 c4, a, (Y, 0, y) 
to be a triple (q, J u), where 4 E (0,l) , indicating whether the machine 
is switched off (Q = 0) or switched on (4 = 1);f is a function, f: S+ A, 
the value off is a for all but finitely many elements of S $f gives the 
contents of the cubes) and u E S, indicating the cube which is being 
read by the lTM3. 
Let T be a lTM3 and C be a switched on configuration of T. It is not 
too difficult, based on the intuitive discussion above, to describe the 
rules for obtaining from T and C, the configuration x T (c> correspond- 
ing to the situation which arises after one step has been carried out by 
T on C. We shall forego this precise definition. If h T (c) is also switched 
on, we can define X; (C) = A r (X T(C)) and, in general, if X7 (C) is 
switched on, we define X7+1 (C) = X I (her(c)). We define Xl(C) = C. 
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A configuration c of T is said to be ~qortnl, if there exists an integer 
n such that XT (c) is switched off (i.e., Jits first component is 0). Qther- 
wise C is said to be an immortal. configuration of T l 
If a configuration of a machine is immortal, the machine started in 
that configuration will run on forever without ever being switched off. 
If the machine is to be used for computations, it would be good to 
know that this can never happen. 
The uniform halting probkm for one-state Turing machines with 
three-dimensional tape is the following. 
Give a decision procedure which for any given lTM3 decides whether 
or not it has an immortal configuratirrn. We shall refer to tris problem 
by the abbreviation lUH3. The rest of this paper will concezntrate oc
solving this problem, by giving the details of the required ecision pro- 
cedure. Although a lTM3 is not a sufficiently interesting device to war- 
rant detailed study, we feel that our solution to the lUH3 is of interest 
for the following reasons. 
(i) The solution uses some geometrical techniques which are novel 
in the history of decision procedures. 
(ii1 The problem is formally similar to a number of basic problems 
in the theory of computation, as mentioned in the introduction. This 
similarity arises due to its equivalence to the connected set problem 
[7] which is very similar to some problems involving the vector ad- 
dition systems in [9] . 
(iii) The problem appears to be rather difficult to solve, since it de- 
filed solution since 1968 when it was first stated as an open problem in 
/3] , even though many problems imilar in kind have since been solved. 
The uniform halting problem for ordinary Turing machines was 
fkst shown to be recursively unsolvable in [ 8 ] . A much simpler proof 
of this fact was published by Herman [61. Various versions of the prob- 
km for generalized and restricted machines have been studied in [ l-71 . 
In particular, it has been shown that for the uniform halting problem 
to be recursively solvable for a particular class of generalized Turing 
machines, the machines in that class may have at most one state, one 
tape and one reading head. The broblem was shown to be solvable 
for the class of one-state Turing machines with one or two-dimen- 
sional tape, even when the reading head was allowed to jump to squ.ares 
not immediately neighboring the presently read square. For a three or 
more dimensional tape, the problem has> been solved under various re- 
strictive assumptions, e.g., the machine may move only parallel toi the 
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axes, or it may not change a symbol and move in the same step. In 
spite of all these results, the lUH3, as stated in this paper, has un:Cl 
now remained open. 
3; Solution of the problem 
We shall now give the algorithm which for any given lTM3 decides 
whether or not it has an immortal configuration. 
Let 7 = CQ, n, ar, fi, y) be the given lTM3. First, we introduce some 
notation. For any s E A, a*(s) =: s and for all positive integers ~2, 
(r”(s) = a(oV(s)). Let X(s) = {ar”(s)l n>_ 0) . Clearly, for all s in A, 
one can obtain the set X(s) effectively. Let Y(s) = {P(z-)l t E X(s)}. 
Y(s) C A4 and can also be obtained effectively. 
We distinguish between two cases. 
Gzse (i). For every non-negative integer n, such that r(e” (a):, = 0, 
there exists an integer m < n, such that /3(cxm (a)) + (0, 0,O). 
Intuitively, this means that if the machine ever reads a cube with 
a blank symbol in it, then either 
(i) it will never leave that cube and never switch off; or 
(ii) it will sooner or later move to read another cube, without being 
switched off in that step. 
Since X(a) is finite, it is easy to check whether or not Case (i) applicfs. 
If Case (i) applies, then the lTM3 T has an immortal configurariion, \ 
namely the configuration in which all cubes have the blank symbol in 
them. (I.e., f(u) =a, for all tr E S.) 
The alternative to Case (i) is the following. 
Gzse (ii). There is a non-negative integer n such that ~(cr” (a)) = 0 
and, for all m < n, fi(arn (a)) = (0, 0,O). 
Intuitively, this implies that if the machine ever reads a cube with 
a blank symbol in it, then it will eventually switch off. Thus if 2ase ’ 
(ii) applies, then starting with an immortal configuration C, the machine 
will never read any cube which did not originally have a non-blank sym- 
bol in it. Since there are only finitely many such cubes, this implies 
that a subset of these cubes is read infinitely often. 
It followsI that if Case (ii) applies, then, if there is an immortal con- 
figuration at all, then there is a possibly different immortal configura- 
tion in which each cube conta&&g a symbol other than a will be read 
infinitely often, while cubes containing a will never be read. 
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Consider a configuration C of ‘P in which each cube conkaining asym- 
bd other than a till be read infinitely often, while cubes containing a
ulill, never be read. Let B be the finite body, formed by those cubes in 
C, which have symbols other than a in tht!m. Since B is fimte it will 
have ‘corners’ or ‘vertices’. We can define a vertex as follows. 
Let D be any finite body of the type which is under discussion. In- 
tuitively, D is a set of cubes, while more mathematically, D is a finite 
subset of S. In the next paragraph, we shall assume that D is a point 
set and that the geometrical locations of the points are the centers of 
the corresponding cubes. 
A tangent plane is a plane which is such that all points in D lie either 
in the plane or on one side of the plane, but not on the other side of the 
plane, and at least one point in D lies in the plane. A face of D is a sub- 
set consisting of all points of D which lie in a tangent plane. A tangent 
line is a line in a tangent plane, such that all points in the face of D as- 
sociated with that tangent plane he either on the line or 011 one side of 
the line, but not on the other side of the line, and at least one point in D 
lies on the line. An edge of D is a subset consisting of al% points of D 
which lie on a tangent line. A vertex cf D is a point of D on a tangent 
line, such that all other points of the edge associated with that tangent 
he lie on the same side of the verk& 
For example, consider the body D iz~ Fig. 1. (In order to avoid mis- 
Fig. 1. 
a A vertex of D may be alterna dvely defined as a point af D which lies in a tangent plane ron- 
tairling no other point of D. 
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I ’ ’ ’ J 
Fig. 2. 
understanding, a layer-by-layer description of this body is given in 
Fig. 2.) In Fig. 3a, we show a face of D by marking darker all the points 
(cubes) which form the face. In Figs. 3b and 3c, we show two different 
edges of D, both lying in the tangent plane associated with the indicated 
face of D. Finally, Figs. 3d and 3e show two vertices, lying on the tan- 
gent lines in Figs. 3b and 3c, respectively. Since we sh.all repeatedly refer 
to the body of Fig. 1 and the vertices indicated in Figs. 3d and 3e, we 
shall from now on call the body P and the vertices p1 and p2, respectiv- 
ely (see Fig. 4). 
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d 8 
Fig. 3. 
In Fig. 4, we marked a third cube p3. It is interesting to note that 
p3 is nlot a vertex. “I% is because the only face containing p3 is indicat- 
e-3 in Fig. 5 and there can be no tangent lines going through p3 which 
lie in the tangent plane associated with thijr face. 
A furtker useful property of P is that if ‘\Ne draw coondinate axes _: ‘, 
y’,, z’ as indicated in Fig. 4 (these are not the coordinate axes of S), 
then all verticefi of P can be obtaine:d eitkr from pl or from ~2, by 
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X 
Fig. 4. . . 
Y’ 
a series of 90” rotations around the coordinate axes and reflections in 
the coordinate planes. 
Let us now return to our lTM3 T with its i immort :a1 configuration 
Fig. 5. 
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c, such that 43 is a finite body formed by those cubes in C which have 
symbols other than a in them. Consider a symbol s which is in a cube 
which is a vertex u of B. Since all elements of X(S) will sooner or later 
be read by the machine (each cube of B is read in~nitely often), Y(S) 
must be a rather small subset of M. For example, if I? was the body P 
of Fig, 1 and u was the vertex prP rfsi could not contain (0, 0, 0, 
since that would imply that 7 reads a cube outside B, ‘contrary to our 
choice of Z3. 
In gen!eral, since u is a vertex of 23 and the machine will always move 
to read an element of B, we find that Y(s) must be a subset of a 
‘corner-type”. Comer-types are defined .as follows. 
A corner-type T is a subset of M, which is obtained from M by the 
following procedure. Draw a plane through the origin. Choose one side 
of the plane. Remove from M all the points lying on the specified side 
of the plane. Draw a line in the plane through the origin. Choose 3ne 
side of %,tle ine in the plane. Remove from M ah the points lying in bhe 
plane on the specified side of the line. Choose one half of the line re- 
lative to the origin. Remove from M all the points lying on the specified 
half of the line. The remaining set is a comer-type T. 2 * 
We give two examples to demonstrate how a comer-type is construct- 
ed according to the above procedure. Fig. 6a shows the plane that has 
been chosen. We remove from M all the points on side 0 of the plane. 
We choose tke line in the plane trout the origin and the two points 
~1 and ~2 as indicated in Figs. 6b and 66. We remove from M all points 
on side 6 of the line. We choose the half of the line on which 11~ lies 
and remove ~2. The comer-types TI and T2 obtained in this way are 
@hen in Figs. 6d and tie, respectively. In fact, 
TI. = ((--I, -1, l), &-1,--l, O), c-1, 0, O), 
( 0,-l, O),( 0, 0, 01,( 1,-l, O), 
G-l,-l,-l~,(--1, 0,-1),(-l, 1,-l), 
( o,-1,-l),{ 0, 0,-l),< 0, 1,-l>, 
( l,-E,-l),( 1, 0,-l) 1, 
’ A comer-type may be ~temative~y defined as a subset of M consisting of the origin and all 
points on one side of a plane passing throw& the origin but not passing through any other 
point of X 
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Fig. 6. 
and 
T2 =I (--1,-l, 03, C-1, 0, CO, 
( 0,-l, O>,< 0, ‘0, O>,( 1,-l, co, 
(-1, -1, --I), (-1, ‘0,-l), (--1, 1,-H, 
( o,-l,-I),( 0, 0,-I>,< 0, 1,-l>, 
( l,--l,-II),{ 1, o,-1),3 1, l,-IS}. 
Given any comer-type T, it is easy to see that (using ,a plane and a 
line parallel to those defining T as the tangefrt plane and the tangent 
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line) we can find a vertex L) of B such that the symbol s in that vertex 
must have the property that Y(s) is a subslet of T. For example, if
P was the body B, the vertices corresponding to Tr and T2 would be 
p1 and p2, respectively. This @es us a necessary condition fDr the ex- 
istence of an immortal configuratiolm: 
If Case (ii) applies, T = (A, a, (Y, fl, 7) has an immortal configuration 
only if, for cvcry co,rner-type T there exists an element s of A. such 
that Y(S) c I’ and y(cr” (s)) = 1, for all n. 
We shall show that the converse of this theorem aho lolds. In fact, 
a theorem which appears to be stronger than the converse, is valid. In 
order to state this theorem, we consider the following facts. 
It is clear from the definition of a corner-type that, if ~3 corner-type 
T is either rotated by 90” around one of the axes, or is reflected in one 
of the c’oordinate planes, then the resulting subset of M is still a corner- 
type. In fact, one can show (we shall forego this since it is not essen- 
tial for our proof), that there are 96 corner-types and that everyone of 
them can be obtained either from Tl or from T2 by a series of such rota- 
tions and reflections. Let us redefine a corner-type to mean any sub- 
set of M which can be obtained from T, and T2 by a series of 90” ro- 
tations around a coordinate axis and reflections in a coordinate plane. 
Clearly, anything that is a corner-type using the new definition is a 
corner-type using the old one. (In view of the comment above, the 
converse is also true, but we shall not use this fact.) 
Using this new definition, we get the following result, 
If C’asb (ii) applies, 7 = G4, a, cr, /3, $ has an immortal configuration 
if and only if for zvery corner-type T, there exists an element s of A, 
such that Y(S) 5: T and ~(cY” (s)) = 1 for all n. 
The ‘only if’ part follows from our old result. Assuming that, for 
every corner-type T, there exists an element s of A, such that Y(S) c T 
and ~(cu” (s)) = 1 for all n, we now show how to construct an immortal 
configuration cl= of T. The configuration C has the symbol a in every 
cube, except for the finite body P of Fig. 1. P has a very special pro- 
perty. For every point u in P (points again taken as centers of cubes), 
there exists a corner-type 3: such that if we translate T so that u coin- 
cides with what was the origin in T, then the translated corner type is 
a subset of P. (This we Shari prove below, for now, observe pr and Tr 
and & and T2 .) Using this fact, we put symbols in the cubes of P as 
follows. 
Let u be a cube of P and T be the associated comer-type as described 
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above. Let s be a symbol in A, such that Y(s) C T and r(cw”(s)) = 1 for 
all YT. We put the symbol s into u. 
This will give us an immortal configuration provided that the machine 
starts with reading a cube off. This is because, as long as the machine 
remains in P, it cannot halt (for all symbols in P and for all n, ~(cP (s)) 
= 1). On the other hand, it can never move out of P (Y(s) is a subset of . 
T which is a subset of the neighborhood of u in P). 
Since it is easy to decide whether or not it is the case that for every 
corner-type there exists an element s of A, such that Y(s) C T and 
r(<w” (s)) = 1 for all n, all that is left for us to prove is that P has the 
property described above. 
Observe Fig. 4. The two cubes, marked as p1 and p2 are vertices of 
B and have the further property that any other \rertex can be mapped 
into one of them by a series of 90’ rotations around the axes and re- 
flections in the coordinate planes which are marked in Fig. 4. If corner- 
type T, (Fig. 6d) is translated in such a way that what was the origin 
in T, coincides with p1 , then clearly T, becomes asubset of P. The 
same is true for T2 and p2. 
By using rotations and reflections for all other vertices of P and as- 
signing the same corner-type as is assigned to the nearest vertex to 
points other than vertices in P, we see that it is t-rue that for every 
point u of P there exists a corner-type T, such that if we translate T 
so that v coincides with what was the origin in Lr, then the translated 
corner-type is a subset of 19 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
4. Conjectures 
Herman [ 5, Section 6 ] made a statement, which is essentially a denial 
of the existence of a body of the type shown in Fig. P. Clearly? that 
statement is false. In spite of this bad experience, we dare to conjecture 
again. 
We believe that the method describe:d in this paper generalizes to one- 
state Turing machines with tapes of arbitrary dimensions and with jump- 
ing reading head. (I.e., the reading head may move to squares not im- 
mediately neighboring the present one.) However, we have not been 
able to find a proof which is sufficiently simple for us to believe that it 
is free of error. The more general methods which we believe must exist 
for such problems, would perhaps provide us with a simpler solution to 
the generalized case. 
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The mathematical essence of our conjecture above can be stated more 
precisely as follows. 
Definition. If’ p = WI, p2, . . . , pn ) is a lattice point in n-dimensional 
space, then by C@, k) we mean the set of all lattice points (XI, ~2, ..*, .x,) 
such that 
IXi-pils k fOri= 1,2 ,..., n. 
Conjecture. For any positive integers n and k, there exists a finite set S 
of lattice points in n-dimensional space, !uch that for every p in S there 
exists a closed half space H whose boundary passes through p for which 
c(p, k) n H c s . 
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